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.. ,THE AUSTRALIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION

The general practitioner .remains the key figure in the provision of health care

to the· Australian community. It)s important that the law- should reserve its releva.nt
relevant
_ 'Co
,"Co

to the
operation to

~inimal
~inimal

functions necessary to protect the interests of patients, doctors

~<~,so-ciety's interest in the success of the health care relationship. Yo~
yo~ will have matters
~<~,so-ciety's

to dis'cuss, in many ways more beneficial to the profession and to the community, than the
interface between law and medicine. But that interface is growing and there is no sign
. that the growth will abate. I have spoken on many previous occasions of the tremendous
faCing the legal and medical professions in the resolution of the complex moral
challenges facing
an~- social issues raised by advances in' medical technology.l I do not propo~e
propo~e to canvass
an9today the medico-legal pr.oblems of -euthanasia, abortion, artificial insemination, cloning,
mass clinical trials, genetic manipulation and so on. Nor do I propose to s()eak about large'
ar.ens of law reform which are B:!ready.identified,
B:1ready.identified, but· which haye not yet- been examined
ar.easaf
by We
t,~e Australian Law Reform Commission. One of these'_~s .mental health law reform. 2
International Year of Disabled Persons, may be the
Another, specially suitable for the International·
the law governing the rights of the mentally retarded.
reform of theIaw
Instead, I propose to take the opportunity of this: brief encounter to tell you
something abo.ut the Australian.
Australian Law Reform Commission and then to examine some of the
tasks Which have thrown us into contact with the medical profession, in a way that will be
relevant for the future conduct of general medical practice in Australia. Specifically, I
(?roje~t Which the Commission has tor the suggestion of new-laws
new -laws
wish to speak about the (?roje~t
for the protection of privacy in Australia: a matter of rel~vance to the privacy and

confid~ntiality of health records. I also propose to speak' of our latest task, which requires
us

to

examine

the

reform

of

the

law

of

evidence

in. federal
in,

courts.

-2(if any) which should attach against the
One of the rules we must consider is the privilege Hfany)
involuntary disclosure to courts of medical records, containing the intimate details which

the health
are part and parcel of the.

car~

relationship typically established between doctor

and patient.
about the Law Reform Commission itself is that it'is
The first point to be maqe
maqeabout
not a privacy committee. It is not established to evaluate the fine tuning of privacy
claims. It is not limited to privacy issues, nor indeed to the medico-legal relationship. It is

a permanent authority established by the Commonwealth Parliament to help the Federal
basket'l of legal
Attorney-General and Parliament with what I might call the 'too hard basket
problems. Though a permanent institution, it is a small one. There are 11 Commissioners,
four of them full-time. There is a research staff of eight. The Commission is stationed in
Sydney. ·At any given time it is working on about eight major 'projects of national law
reform. The Commission receives its tasks from the Federal Attorney-General, and- may
not initiate its own program. In this sense, we work upon projects 'of legal reform which
have been identified as necessary by the elected representatives of the people. Because
all save one of
of. the Commissioners are lawyers, the practice has been developed
deVeloped of

collecting an interdisciplinary team of. consultants to help in every project. The
pUblishes tentative suggestions for reform in discussion papers, distributed
Commission publishes
publi-c comment. The issues are then debated in the public
for expert and pUbli-ccomment..
pUblic media and
exposed at seminar:s .and public hearings throughout Australia. In its six years the
Commission has reported on a wide range of topics from complaints against police and
criminal investigation, ,to Breathalyser laws, insolvency laws, defamation law reform,
reform of the law of insurance, the rules governing the Census, the principles controlling
convicted federal offenders and so on.
the sentencing of convicted
One of our reports was of specific relevance to the medical profession. We were
asked to devise the law which should govern human tissue transplantation. Our report,
HUman Tissue Transplants 3, was developed under the leadership of Commissioner
Human
Russell Scott and with the participation of Sir Zelman Cowen and Sir Gerard Brennan, the
Court. Sir. Zelman and Sir Gerard were then part-time
latter recently elevated to the High Court..
members of the Commission. The report addressed and identified the har.d policy questions
which had to be faced by any law on human tissue transplantation:
How should 'death' be defined in an age of hospital ventilators?
Sho,uld donations still be required, or could a system of 'opting out' be adopted as in
France?
Should donations to siblings of non-regenerative organs ever be permitted in the
case of legal minors?

-3Should specified organs (e.g. the pituitary) be available for retention following an

i);:',"l';:iliitc,psy,
~",'''j''iai,tops~/. because of the great value of such an organ .to society in the preparation
drugs dependent upon a hormonal extract or should respect for the integrity of
,;-::::----~hehuman body require its burial or cremation with the body?
,;>-"~hehuman
"",ooo'lh."o questions were faced by us. A report was delivered which was praised in the
""''''.'lh.'-o

.::>British 'Medical" Journal and the Lancet. It has already been adopted in substance in three
.!~~!.!~~~'~J~o~uE1rn~al~
~-Austr~an jurisdictions.
~-Austr~an

I understand it is shortly to be adopted in another

St~te

and "is

- under(_consideration in the rest. The report has been translated into Spanish for use in
. '"under(_ccinsideration
:: South;:America: not a usual
usual place of export for our legal ideas. It shows what can be done
:;?South;:America:

:in ll!w.;.'·:reform

by co-operation oetween doctors and lawyers 'of
-of top talent and by

.p~rticipation of the whole profession and the general community. We exist as a catalyst
-p~rticipation

··.for action by short-term Parliaments, to help our political representatives to face
:-·.for

·lon~""":'term·problems. A number
·lon~~term·problems.

of .the Commission's reports

are now being translated into

law,.;both-at a Federal and State level in Australia.Australia.· Accordingly, the process we are
law,,:both-at
erigaged.in, including today, is an
an. aspect of the lawmaking process of our country.
erigaged-in,
THE EVIDENCE REFERENCE: MEDICAL PRIVILEGE

The chief

currln~ concern of. the Australian Law Reform
currl~

Commission, which is

of interest to medical practitioners, this Society and possibly this conference, is the
reference on privacy protection. I will come back to this. But first I wish to say something
about··a new but related task which has been .assigned'to us, to advise ·on
about--a
,on the reforms
necessary in the rules of evidence which are

obs~rved
obs~rved

in Federal and Territory Courts

throughout Australia. The reference is a wide-ranging one. In it, we are being led by
Smith, a Melbourne barrister."
barrister: Already, the Commi~ion
Commi~ion has distributed
Commissioner Tim Smith,a
. That l?aper
widely ·a -discussion
discussion paper on' evidence law reform. 4 .That
I?aper ought to have wider
widely'a
curre~cy in
curre~cy

the medical profession than it has so far·enjoyed.
far-enjoyed. No doctor who has ever been

to' court, whether on behalf of a patient (as a witness) or in relation to litigation involving
himself, will have corne away without some impressions of the trial system and, possibly,
'for its reform. In this, as in all our tasks, we' have assembled a team' of
thought ·for
consultants ranging from judges, lawyers, a magistrate, a ,senior police officer to
academic writers and a psychologist observer of the court scene. At a meeting of
Commissioners with the consultants last month, one consultant, a senior ,member of the
Queensland Bar, criticised the failure of our paper to address separately the interests of
witnesses and their rights in relation to the giving of evidence. Another consultant, an
judge, suggested that the time had come for the law to enshrine the principle
experienced jUdge,
that witnesses should be permitted to give their own version of relevant facts, in their
own terms, without interruption.

-4Among the issues which evidence law reform in Australia does raise are several
which will be of interest to the medical profession:
Is the adversary trial system which we have adopted from Britain the most

satisfactory procedure for ascertaining the truth, or should we seek to graft on to
it aspects of the judicial inquiry system which is observea throughout Europe? In
short, should the judge have his own independent duty to call witnesses or summon
ccmti"nue to- be the neutral, rather silent umpire of the
."documents
documents or should he ccmtinue

parties' battle?
Are the psychological assumptions --we make in the conduct of courtroom trials
justified by modern empirical evidence? In particular, our reliance upon human

memory and oral testimony of it (frequently months or years later) may be very
unreliable, if current studies of memory and perception are accepted.
ruIes,~ devised in earlier times~
times~ which prevent relevant evidence
Are some of the ruIes,~

getting before the decision-maker in the court, in tune with modern attitudes? Is it
still acceptable to provide that a spouse is not compellable (or even competent) to
give evidence in a trial of the other spouse? If this rule is still relevant, should the
definition of 'spouse'
Ispousel be extended today?
In an age

wtft~

increasing numbers of records are being submitted to

computerisation (including medical and hospital x:ecords) should we further

am~nd
am~nd

our evidence laws to facilitate the admission ·of documentary computer printouts?
What securities should be adopted to ensure a capacity to test and check such
records, which may he
be as reliable only as thoSe many hands that originally
constructed them?
One issue is of specific and direct concern to doctors. At present, under Australian law, a
communication.by a person to a doctor is not generally protected from disclosure except
by the Evidence Acts in
in Victoria, Tasmania and the Northern Territory. 5 In the other

States and Territories of Australia, a communication by a patient to a doctor is not
subpoena addressed to the doctor. If relevant to the issues before
protected from a court SUbpoena
a court, a doctor must, if so ordered, disclose his patient's confidences, whether the
patient or the doctor wants it or not. Courts do not like forcing people who receive
information in confidence to disclose them to the court without consent. However, at
present in most jurisdictions of Australia (and in fe·deral
f~·deral courts sitting in those
6
desire~1
jurisdictions ) the doctor can be compelled, against his wishes and the patient's desire~,
to disclose the relevant medical history in open court.

-5'A~guments
~resent position are based in part upon matters of
A~guments .against this ~resent

':;'j·~~.~Gi~,:·,a~ici
ifi!oCI~l",
,',' .!~~ici ethics and in part upon practical consideration of maximising the

~rfi,ctjy!'n"ss
f~~~t1:~~~~'ss of the doctor/patient relationship. In summary, the argument for changing
cy'ir~'nt law in most parts of Aust;ali~,
Australi~< and providing an enforceable privilege to
h-e': ~:u~~e~t

._~:

':"}l.~.';-"

;l1ledii~~l.l?r~c'titjorlerS could be expressed as follows:
.jln-~d~~~j?t~ctitioners

.- The ethical obligation of doctor confidentiality is ancient. It dates back at least to

"-:th~_<Hjppocratic Oath. Patients give their confidences to doctors upon a reasonable
;':;·th~_·Hjppocratic
B. time when
expectation that they will be protected by the law. They do so at a.

t~ey

are" vulnerable and highly dependent on doctors for help. Perhal?s
are'
Perhsl?s they give little
.:thought
. :thought then to possible later use in courtrooms. Certainly their overwhelming
help •
c9f!cern
cpflcern is to get treatment and help.
with by
.':,!:.p~ryer
:.Otner relationships are
ar~ ·currently protected and will not be interfered with
,'I

•••. '

,

;-courts,
~courts, except in the most extreme cases.

Th~

relationship of a client and his

-:'lEtwyer or of an informer and the police are no more needing of protection than the
the
-:'lawyer
doctor•
relationship of a patient and his doctor•
. Unless persons suffering from illness can approach doctors with a lawfully
.Unless
right to privacy and confidentiruity,
_. supported right
confidentilllity, they may withhold information or
seeking treatme!lt. The effectiv~
effectiv~ medical treatment of the
even refrain from seekingtreatme!1t.
public is at least as important as the due administration of justice. It should be
given equal treatment and protection against non-consensual disclosure to courts.
Some medical data contains specially sensitive and intimate details, the disclosure
subject's medical treatment or his
of which would positively harm either· the SUbject's
reputation in society.
On the other hand, opponents of the grant of a special legal protection for medical
confidences have listed a number of 'considerations which must be weighed by the Law
Reform Commission in reaching its conclusions on this issue:
Courts should generally have access to all relevant facts which will help it to just
which prevent a court
conclusion of the issues before them. The exceptions whiCh
thoroughly investigating a relevant issue may reduce its capacity to ascerta.in the
in one of their primary tasks. 8S
truth and thereby hinder the courts inane

· --66-

The categories of absolute privilege are few and exist for very long established"

reasons of public
pUblic policy. Police informers secure privilege because disclosure of
their identity could destroy this source of information and even sometimes
endanger the life of the informer. Lawyers secure it so that the very business of
adversary litigation may be done. The
The claims by journalists to a priVilege
privilege against
disclosing sources have recently been rejected by the Supreme Court of the
the United
ll
lO
9
States , the House of Lords
and recent law reform reports.
"It is claimed
-It
that the categories of privilege should not be extended for they impede courts
dOing
doing the essential task of resolving disputes in society. If courts cannot do this

successfully, social tranquility is t~reatened
t~reatened and this has a significance beyond the
particular concerns of individual doctors and patients.Already, it is claimed, there are too many impediments in the way of courts
getting at the truth of matters. Extension of another impediment by way of
privilege for doctors woyld lead on to claims by dentist5:,
dentis'ts:, hospitals and other health
providers. It would not finish there. There would -be claims by others who receive
information in confidence: bankers, inSurers, accountants. This could result in a
SOCiety
society in which co~rts
courts ~ere
were deprived of an important range of critically relevant
evidence. In justifying privilege for doctors, it is necessary to" distinguish t;lthers
C?thers
who receive information in confidence. Yet if they cannot be treated differently,
we will be left with a system which results in co"urts deciding cases on part only of
the relevant factual base. That would be bad for society which should not have to
depend on whether a party consents to relevant evidence going before the court.
Finally, critics of the claim for medical priVilege
privilege point out that
that although it is
available in some states of Australia, it is not
evidence that the

.l~ck
.l~ck

of an

enfo~ceabl~
enfo~ceabl~

-availabl"~
availabl"~

in others. Yet there is no

medical privilege against non-consensual

disclosure has diminished the capacity of doctors i~ some jurisdictions of Australia
diSclosure
to receive precisely the same information as their counterparts· in those
jurisdictions where the privilege exists.

-7-

:'~':'-we resolve
r~solve the conflict between these competing claims, each of which has merit?
.",'

>

';ce~t report
r~port by the Institute of Law and Medicine in New South Wales has suggested

-is to provide'
provide" a broader discretion for weighing the claim for ~edical
't~,~~·e-_-~ay.is
\'ii'-~~~tialitY against the claim for a trial on all relevant facts. An .alternative
lori,[icl'~ntjalitY
apl?roach
.
.
\\

",_OJ'

•

•

•

;~to::'9q.nfer on medical practitioners precisely the same. privilege as is enjoyed by

course,1 there is -nothing a lawyer likes so much as a preCe9,EtJlt."
prece9..'tJlt." But. the
":i~ye~s)2 or
Ofcourse
>"eCe,jeIlts
1ec:e_~ents in this area are themselves conflicting. The self-same House of Lords which
-privilege to journalists in respect of their sources not long
-M~~-~q to extend the law of 'privilege
ric"e",declared that confidential communications to child welfare agencies to prevent
"C,ililci:ai)us'l'
privilege.I 2
:'~~hil~':al:)l.lS,e were entitled to a new ~rivilege)2
The growth of professional counselling, and the advantage taken of it by

':'"rclinllJ:Y
.:<'oi·dinary. citizens, has led to pressure to re-examine the existing privileges for confidential
',cc)mmulni"at:iolls.
i.ew reform reports r,efused to recom:mend.
recom.mend. any legislative
,communic;:ations. A number of 'taw
~',,'cha'nge)4- Others recommend mode.st legislative changes, such as extension of -priVilege
-privilege
;'::--:t~ 'pa~ent
pa~ent agents.I
agents.1 5 The Canadian ,Law Reform Commission, proposed a broad 'general
l6 :
'-':~'rof~ss~onal privilege' in its report on EVidence
Evidence 16
,<p'rof~ss~onal
A per90n ,who has

consult~d

a person

exerc~sing
exerc~sing

purpose of
a profession for the pur~se

obta!ning. professional services, or who has been rendered such. services by a
professional person, has.8 privilege against .disclosure of any confidential
the
communication reasonably made in the course cif the relationship if, in the
public interest in the privacy of'
of, the relationship outweighs
circumstances, the pUblic
public interest in the administrati,on 'of Justi.ce.
the pUblic
However, a recent Task Force, set up to endeavour to'reconcile the conflicting proposals
on this subject in Canada, was _not convinced that the pUblic interest would be served by
enacting a privilege for communications during_ any ,professional relationshi(? "It also

rejected privilege for clerical communications. One member dissented, proposing a
PSychotherapi:~:t.l7
'privileg,e in respect of patient consultation with a psychotherapi:~:t.l7

sp~cial

S,tates,, uniform Federal
Federal Rules of Evidenc~
Evidenc~ were addpted in,
In the United S,tates,_
directed to secure -refo~m
-refo~m and
January 1975, culminating nearly 30 years of effort directed
B.Jld
l,:\w. The final draft proposed to Congress by the US
modernisation of this area of the l':\w.
u.s
pri~le.ges to inclu,de
Supreme Court suggested pri~le.ges
inc1u,de trade secrets, lawyer-client, husban?-wife,
doctor-patient (but applicable only to psychotherapists), the identity of informers;secrets

wheI:1 the draft came before the House. of
of _state and official information. However, wheJ:l
Representatives these prol?osed provisions, were deleted an.d the. law on privilege was one

of the few items left to be dealt with by different State laws, as distinct from the Single
single
uniform Federal law. The Congressional Report notes:

-8From the outset it was clear- that the content of the proposed. privilege
provisions ,.was extremely controversial. Critics attacked, and proponents
defended, the secrets of state and official information privileges. ••.... The
husband-wife privilege drew fire

as

a result of the conscious decision of the

Court to narrow its scope from that recognised under present Federal decisions.
privilege seemed to satisfy no-one, either doctors or
T:he partial -doctor-patient priVilege
patientsr ••• Since it w8$
wB$ clear that no agreement was likely to be possible as
patients;the content of specific privilege 'rules, and since the inability to agree
threatened t.o forestall or prevent passage 'of an entire rules package, the
by the Court
determination was made that 'the specific priVIlege rules proposed by
s~ould
s~ould

eliminated •••• leaving the law in its current condition to be deVeloped
developed
be eliminated••••

_of the common
by the courts of the United States utilising the principles ,of

law)8
law.I 8
There the matter rests today

in~

the United States. Although nearly half of the States of

tho~gh it constituted a
that country have now adopted the Federal Rules of Evidence, and tho~gh

major achievement, it is sobering to think that the whole ship nearly foundered on
major'achievement,

th~

phYSician-patient privilege issue. In more than two-thirds of the states of the United
physician-patient
prJvilege has
States and in Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia, a physician-patient pr.ivilege
statute .. The terms of
of these statutes vary. In some, the privilege applies
been created 'by statute..
civil -'cases. In some it is made expressly inapplicable in actions against a physician
only in civil"cases.
mrupractice. In some there are 'provisions for waiver. In about half the states,
for mSlpractice.
narcotics legislation specifically over-rides the

p~ivilege.19
p~ivilege.19

-of this analysis is that the law on the subject of the privilege of
The net results ·of
medical confidences is in confusion in Australia as elsewhere. At the very least, the
inquiry by the Law Reform Commission should pr"ovide
pr·ovide an appropriate vehicle to allow us
is~ue which should not be
to asseSs :the competing social, values at stake. It is an is~uewhich
sho~d we'. The
approached from a narrow 'viewpoint: 'the lawyers have it, therefore so
sosho~d

implication of the privilege should not be exaggerted. It does not

exis~

in many Australian

jurisdictions. Yet the patients still trust their doctors with intimate confidences. Courts
will usually seek to protect confidential information, if this can be done. Even where
privilege exists, it may be over-ridden by the relevance' of facts to crimin.a1 or fraudulent
conduct. Nonetheless, an important debate remains. Upon that debate I seek the views and
advice of medical practitioners in Australia. I know it will not be tendered "in a selfish
spirit of narrow concerns that .overlooks the community's. interests in courts resolving
disputes· normally on the basis of the best available relevant material. Specifically we
would welcome information on:

-9.-~<Cas~s
.,<Cas~s

where doctors have been forced :mwillingly to disclose medical confidences
_,with s,erious consequences for the health care relationsh~p
relationsh~p with the patient or for
",;with
'-,the
",the ,treatment of the patient.
Cas.es
~Cas_es
~.'

-'

".

where doctors suspect that I?stients have n.ot disclosed information
':'lhere
.

:,_,~,iinp6~tant
iinp6~tant for health care, for fear of pro~ecution,
prosecution, cOffi(;)UIsory
comr)Ulsory reporting or
._,sub~eq1!ent
.<sub~eq1!ent subpoena

of the doctor and his records by a court or tribunal.
tribunal •

.Cases where doctors have deliberately not recorded relevant data for fear' that
.rne?,qal
JJ1f3Q,qal r~cords
r~cords may subsequently be subpoenaed by a court or tribunal and
,.disclos.ure of the relevant confidence would do disproportionate damage to the
"disclos.ure
!?~~~ent
l?~~Jent ~r his treatment.
~_C!3~~
~_C!3~~

in ethnic or other iSOlated
close-knit.t. patient groups where disclosure,
isolated or close-kni

.,eithe:r:undercompulsory
.,ieith~r:undercompu1soryreporting

provision~
provision~

subpoena, has led not
or pursuant to SUbpoena,

... merely
hnrm in the treatment of the patient or
l)1erely to embarrassment but to positive
posilive harm
C

,

:-. positive damage to the practi'ce of the doctor.
,Sound
__ law
,reform,
medical
progress, must be based on empirical data. I invite the
Sound,claw
.
"
. ,like
..
'
.,...

qle~ical :profession of A.fistralia
Atllstralia tos provide that data to the Australian Law Reform
mediealprofession
QO,mmission to assist it in its tasks.

THE PRIVACY ISSUE AND MEDICAL RECORDS
diffe~ent but related issue of privacy. The Law
I now tum to deal with the diffeJ:'ent

. Reform
.c;ommission is inquiring into federal laws _relating. to: p~ivacy.
privacy. Though federal
~efo~m.c;ommission
legislation on the ?octor-patient relationship may ~e enacted in respec~
respec~ of Federal Courts
,F-eder?1
and_ ,F-eder?l

Territories

or

relationshi~
relationshi~

with

federal

agencies

(including

the

Commonwealth Department of Health) there is no constitutional power either for an
,omnibus !1ational Privacy Act or a Commonwealth statute dealing with every aspect 'of
the. privacy,
privacy .of
of ,the rel.ationship of doctors and patients in Austral~a.
Austral~a. Und~r
Und~r the
the
the,
Constituti(;m, the matter is overwhelmingly subject to State laws', as- it is in. the United
.C~ada. Neverthel'ess, within the federal-area of concern, we have put forward
'. States and ,C~ada.
discussion papers with a number of suggestions, several of whicl) have proved
controversial.

- 10-

One relates to patient access to medical records
..Another relates to limitations
records..Another
on disclostire of information c~ntained
c~ntained in medical records. So far as patient accesS is
concerned, it is an aspect -only of a general "right of aCCess which is the facility that has
been ~dopted
~dopted in many laws on privacy and data protection as a security for the accuracy,
up-to-dateness and relevance of the
data profile of the individual. In suggesting a right of
thedeta
subject access, the Law Reform Commission is in no way singling - out
Qut the medical
profession. On the contrary, the suggestion is that the right of-access is a general remedy
that will become increasingly important in an age of computerised data bases containing
data profiles upon all of us.
Some commentators have' asserted that medical records, though personal and
about
sboutaa identifiable patient, are in a special category and should not be subject to the
general rule of access. Some opponents propose the denial of patient access on the basis
of possible ill effects on the patient's health or welfare. Others suggest it may possibly
reduce the inclination of practitionerspractitioners· (or more so hospital staff) to record, in' reliable
records, opinion, comment an-d
may be useful for a total profile
an'd other observations which may
of the patient and "for
to _be seen by the
tlie patient who could
'for his treatment, but not suitable to.be
be embarrassed, hurt or confused'by the entry. Others urge that a right of access would
put pressure on already hard-pressed doctors and hospital staff, who do not have
'facilities for in~pection.
in~pection. It js pointed out that problems of identification could
appropriate -facilities
Ji~i1y records are kept together, problefl.1s of separation and
arise. Where group or Ji~i1y
possible loss of records could arise.
'Some opponents have even adopted a somewhat 'mercaritile' stance. I note that
one of the resolutions
resolutions for consideration by this conference reflects this approach. It reads:
'meClical records of a doctor's opinions about
That this conference believes that 'meClic~1
any particular patient are private to that doctor and that it would be an
invasion of the doctor's privacy were his written thoughts to be made available
to the patient ... without the doctor1s prior consent.20
If this rule were to become commonly accepted in record· systems generally,
'If
gene~ally, every
bureaucrat and administrator would claim that notes on individual citizens were his ~
prejUdicial, out-of-date, irrelevant or unfair they were, he
notes. No matter how untrue; prejudicial,
could claim to deny ,access, without his consent, lest there be an invas!on of his, the
record-!<:eeper's, privacy. It seems unlikely to me that privacy should be given such a
record-i<:eeper's,
aredeaUng
connotation. What- we are
deaUng with here is the'power of the individual to have control

- 11
II i'~iOfc'rm,at'ioo
_-ihf6~mation about himself. Increasingly in the future decisions about all of us will be
. the- basis not,of personal interview and observation but of recorded information.
~~~'~6h:the,
;~'''',;'tl,;s
;~,for~'t-his

reason that the laws of so many countries have adopted the general principle

·:h.&-;dght: of

;,tll~;tig;l)t::

ace.ess. The information penumbra which surrounds us should norm.ally be

~~-s~ibfe~:·to,ItS
us so that we can see ourseives,
:cesji,b,I.,\t.o,
ourselves, literallYr as others see us, in the computer.

c'--'-' -"--..:"'-"--'"

t'!is',,;rr'iitter -of
of keeping control over the extensions of one's data personality. There may
:~;!!S':;a~ih:iiner
.i>'~'rl',a,s!>ns
,~e:_~-r_~,~.s9QS_-

to provide for exceptions. 'The
The Freedom of Information Bill before Federal

iiii'Jii(nier,t
:p1trii~rn':ent.. does in fact provide for certain exceptions and for intermediary access in the

·'"';~:asej;J,s()memedical
•• oo"f some medical material. 21 ,But the notion of complete denial of patient access to

C,do"tc,rs:-records
~'~b~·~torsi-.records on the basis of the doctor's privacy without the doctor's consent is not a
;'··notioo.,
which currently appeals to me. If the principle
prinCiple of 'record-keeper pri~acy
privacy becomes
'>'rotiol1:::w~'lich
,parl"1)Qunt, ,we 'can
-can -th~ow
-th~ow .the
. the debate about subject privacy (Jut
out the window•.The
window •.The :r,.aw
I,.aw
'''·p:~''~arv9~.trlt,

':.::'ReformGommission's
areas "should
should
',-,:_:"
.. ,':
Refc;~i:n;~ommission's proposal is that a health care record keeper in federal
federal.
""
",,- ""
".
--:':;'::"b'e:~eQntl~9
-:-."b·e-~eQnt1~9 to require indirect
indirect- access,
access ,to
to an intermedillry, but only when he believes that
'

the'r'e;'.is':.a,
tR"r~{!,;,.~,
. risk of significant harTTl to the patient or to a third party_ if direct access is
,~-.

allow~d~22 The general reaction to· this proposal in the public hearings held by the
allOw~d~22
Com'~ission has been favourable.
. C6ri1'giiSsion

Much more controversial is the disclosure of confidential patient information to
thitd;__ pl:lrties, whether within large "institutions, by compulsory reporting requirem ents to
thitcKp':lrties,
gove,mplent and its agencies, to government inspectors of various kinds and to organs of
peer·~f?v~ew.
peer:~l?v~ew.

our pUblic
public hearings, representatives of the General Practitioners'
In a number of our"
Socie~y
Socie~y

and others have come forward to make submissions addressed to all of the above

issues but specially concerned with the activities of officer:s of the Commonwealth
been -made of the violati?n of doctor-patient
Department of Health. Complaints have been-made
privacy by the manner, time and place of interrogations of medical practitioners, the
seiz~re
seiz~re

the interrogation of patients (many Of
and removal of confidential patient files, the

them- sick -old people) without first asking the .doctors involved23 and even alleged
them:
victimIsation of general practitioners who held out against the so-called 'health
bureaucracy'.24 Attention has been drawn to s.104 of the National Health Act 1953
e?'tremely broad powers of entry, search and seizure
seiZUre to persons authorised
. Which provides e?Ctremely
by the Minister of Health or the Director-General. No precondition of judicial warrant t
given upon proof of
addressed in the

La~

reasonabl~
reasonabl~

groundS, is re9uired in such cases. One of the factors

Reform Commission's discussion papers was the erosion of privacy

by _the proliferation .of powers of this kind: doubtless intended for a good social cause but
often expressed in the most ample language and without the preconditions of independent
judicial scrutiny which are the special mark of those countries which take their law from
England and Which since Magna Carta have sought to preserve people and their property
from sudden unexpected official intrusion.

- 12The Law Reform Commission has proposed a uniform regime, reqUIrmg,
requiring,
normally, judiciaJ. authorisation before such powers of' entry, search and seizure may be
exercised. 25

When it comes to access by c.ommonwealth officers to patient records for the
purposes of investigating frauds against the
the Commonwealth revenue or other offences
provided for by

Com~onwealth

law, some diminution of doctor-patient confidentiality

seems inevitable. Even in the case of legal practitioners' privilege, so well entrenched and
long' establis'hed l the privilege may be pverridden in certain circumstances
circumstances where the
dealing between lawyer and client is itself fraudulent or criminal. It would appear to me

to be too facile to say that a doctor's records should not be examined without his consent
(or even his patientls
patient1s consent) when 'investigating an offence alleged against the doctor or
patient hims-elf. Otherwise, we could be committing investigation aneienforcement
and enforcement of the
criminal law and breaches of statute to the consent Of the very person under suspicion or
other persons upon whom he ~may sometimes exercise influence. The Pharmaceutical
Benefit
Benefit Scheme of the Commonwealth currently involves payments of substantial sums by
the Commonwealth, presently running at in excess of $300million per
per year. Cases of frank
fraud or practices forbidden by the National Health Act do occur, involving- medical
practitioners and ,their patients. Committees of Inquiry have been established as an
allernativ'e to court actions against doctors, but whether in court or in a committee of
alternativ'e
sBllctions
inquiry, provision is made for sanctions. Sometimes, let us be perfectly frank, sanctions
im"pressed with the sincerity
are entirely -warranted. I have been im-pressed
sincerity'- with which
representatives of the various branches of the medical profession have asserted that their
concern is not to protect the dishonest, fraudulent doctor or patient; but to ensure that in
investigating cases, the privacy of -patient records should, so far as possible, be guarded
and secured, and the investigation limited so far as possible so that it does not
unnecessarily upset sensitive, worried and someti.mes highly vulnerable patients.

a

submission by the General
One matter· which has been the subject of.
Pracitioners' Society is the analysis of prescribing patterns followed by particular doctors.
It is cl~imed that this intrudes upon the privacy of the relatlonsh{p
relationship between d<;>ctor and
patient. On the other hand, the Department of Health has put to us the contention .that
doctors'l prescribing practices are geneI"ated
generated by computers sometimes at the
reports on doctors
request of the individual doctor and frequently for general statistical information on the
use of particular drugs. The machinery, it is said, provides an opportunity for doctors to
compare their own particular prescribing patterns _with the average of other .doctors. It is
acknowledged that in some cases there are justifiable reasons for differences. But in other
cases, it is claimed, there is a legitimate social entitlement to call differences to
attention

and

even,

possibly,

to

raise

the

question

of

irregularity.
irregulari ty.

- 13-

Depo-Medrol. The average
"rint"ion was made in one submission to us Qf ·the
-the use of DepQ-Medrol.
aispeln
..,d price of I?harmaceutical
>Is'p~nsed
pharmaceutical benefits for this drug is less than $5 for five ampoules.
dr.ug .has a Commonwealth dispensed price of $14.07. It is the highest priced of the
" ~e_or.ug_has

"rellev,.ni
long-acUng injections. Long-term usage of the drug is said to produce unwanted
?~i~~~nt long-acHng
';sc,stem1ie"effects,
inc~uding so-called
so-called_'moon-face
/~y~~.eJJlic "effects, inc~uding
.'moon-facell changes. The Australian Drug Evaluation

.has reported on adverse drug reactions. It is claimed ~hat, in these
,.has
·'circumstal.1ces,
there is a legitimate social interest in pre,scription patterns,
which
',circ:unlstance:;,
pB:tterns,
.
.
. go
". _b_eyond-~the normal in relation to this drug. It is .expensive
whole~ ILmay
It- may be
~:·'·b_eY9nd·~the
expensive to society as a whole.
.(_:_~~~ote.ntiallY
, :~p'ote.ntiallY damaging to,
to· patients. At
At the very least
who are well out .of 1ine
line with
l~ast doctors who
~;~Commi:ttee

~~~-

-

. ,the average
-"VI~average

of problems and
should, so it is said, be counselled, lest they are not aware of

.:~fdl? effects.
":~i'dl?
In days gone by, before national health and computer

~nalysis, it
i.t
~nalysis,

is true that the

~:es'cription patterns
~:es'cription

~atter of concern to
of doctors were not considered a legitimate ~atter
Depart!Uents of Health, Commonwealth or State. One of the issl;les. before the Law
'public funding and the potential of
·R.eform.
'R,eform. Commission is whether the introduction of 'pUblic

?omputer
90mputer scrutiny warrants

a breakdown· in the absolute confidentiality of the

eVen to the extent
doctor-patient relationship. I realise that your Society has its doubts, even
ip"some cases of resisting the use of prescription forms which facilitate computer scrutiny

~f tl)e. kind I have mentioned. On the o~her hand, there

J"!lany in our
will certainly be I'!Iany

that.he who' pays the medical piper may call the tune, at least to the
. society who will say that...he

,e~tent of protecting th'/revenue
th'{revenue
;e~tent
aga~nst
aga~nst

against clear exceptional claims and prote'cting patients

individual practitioner ignorance or oversight.
In advance of the delivery of the
-Law Reform Commission's
the ·Law

repor~,

and indeed

of the relevant decisions, I cannot inform you of our final tl)inking
tl)j.nking on these topics. But
two things stand out. First, the day of the medical trone ranger' seems to have passed. The
p,rice
public funding and escalating health care costs is inevitable pressure to monitor
p.rice of pUblic
to'some
to' some extent the conduct of medical practitioners.as this conduct impacts the revenue:
~he;~~er
~he;~hel."

by .f~ank fraud or, as is much more difficult, by eccentric prescription patterns.
Secondly, the privacy of the doctor-patient relationship is still important for its success.

In~rusions
In~rusions

upon it should be few. When they o.c~ur
o.c~ur they should be hal!dled sensitively and
given. usually upon an expectatio'n
always with respect for the intimacies of the patient, given,
that normal prtvacy
pr"ivacy and confident~ality
confident~ality will b~observed.
b~ observed.

Nobody claims that privacy is an absolute value. It is relative to other
competing social claims. Working out the balance between individual privacy and the
legitim-ate demands of -modern society is a difficult -process. The main point of the Law
Reform Commission's papers was to show that at present the law's protections are feeble
and new guardians are necessary to speak up for privacy and to de{end it against
listening" and other
ever-increasing official powers,: new business methods, optical listening.
surveillance devices and above all, the new technology of informatics: computers linked
by telecommunications.
I record the apl?reciation of the Law Reform Commission for the help which we
SOciety in our privacy project. I hope that we will have as much and more
had from the Society
help ,as we embark upon ou~ new inquiry into reform of
help.as
of. the law of evidence.
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